Abstract-Data load balancing is one of the key problems of big data technology. As a big data application, Hadoop has had many successful applications. HDFS is Hadoop Distributed File System and has the load balancing procedure which can balance the storage load on each machine. However, this method cannot balance the overload rack preferentially, and so it is likely to cause the breakdown of overload machines. In this paper, we focus on the overload machines and propose an improved algorithm for balancing the overload racks preferentially. The improved method constructs Prior Balance List list which includes overload machines, For Balance List list and NextForBalanceList list by many factors and balances among the racks selected from these lists firstly. Experiments show that the improved method can balance the overload racks in time and reduce the possibility of breakdown of these racks.
INTRODUCTION
As a new business model, cloud computing developed from distributed processing, parallel processing and grid computing. Or in other words, it's the commercial realization of those computer science concepts. One of the core concepts of cloud computing is reducing the processing burden on user's terminals through continuously enhancing the clouds' handling capacity. Eventually user's terminals are simplified into a simple input and output devices. Users can use the powerful computing and processing function on clouds and they can order their service from the cloud according to their own needs. What they need do is inputting or outputting. Things like computation, storage, processing and etc are all handled by the Cloud [17] .
At present, Google, Amazon, IBM, Microsoft, Sun and other IT giants are all seeking to develop cloud computing technologies and products. For example, Google has been dedicated to promoting application engines based on the techniques of GFS [11] (Google File System), MapReduce [6] , Big Table [8] and so on, which provide users with methods and means to process massive data.
In order to meet the rapidly growing demands of data processing needs, Google has designed and implemented the Google File System(GFS). GFS shares many of the same goals as previous distributed file systems such as performance, scalability, reliability, and availability [11] . A GFS cluster consists of a single master, multiple chunkservers and multiple clients, as shown in Fig. 1 . Each of these is typically a commodity Linux [11] . GFS files are divided into fixed-size chunks stored on each chunkserver, with the default block size being 64M. Each chunk is identified by an immutable and globally unique 64 bit chunk handle assigned by the master as soon as the chunk is created. Each block is replicated on three chunkservers, and users can set different replication levels for different regions of the file namespace. As shown in Fig. 1 , there are four chunkservers and five chunks as C0-C4. Each chunk is saved on three chunkserver [17] .
As a new data mining technology, big data will make the data process and analysis cheaper and more rapid. In the super computing era, big data technology will soon be applied to general enterprises and change numerous industry business models. How to deal with large amounts of data efficiently, reliably and conveniently has become an important research subject. Hadoop is an application used for big data and has many successful applications now, such as Yahoo and Facebook. Other sites which have Large data sets (such as Amazon, etc) are also deploying Hadoop to manage applications.
Hadoop [1] is hosted by the Apache Software Foundation, which provides support for a community of open source software projects. The full name of HDFS [3, 4] is Hadoop Distributed File System which is a subproject of Hadoop. HDFS is running on large clusters of commodity hardware and is like the GFS of Google. The architecture of HDFS is master/slave and an HDFS cluster has a Namenode and multiple Datanodes. HDFS architectures is shown in Fig. 2 . Namenode is the central server, equivalent to master in GFS. Datanode is similar to chunkserver of GFS which is responsible for managing storage on Datanode, creating block, deleting block, copying block, and etc. HDFS is designed to reliably store very large files across machines in a large cluster. It stores each file as a sequence of blocks; all blocks in a file except the last block are of the same size. The blocks of a file are replicated for fault tolerance. The block size and replication factor are configurable per file. An application can specify the number of replicas of a file. The replication factor can be specified at file creation time and can be changed later. Files in HDFS are write-once and have strictly one writer at any time.
Hadoop is best known for MapReduce [6] and its distributed file system (HDFS). There are other subprojects providing complementary services, or building on the core to add higher-level abstractions. For detailed contents, refer to document [3, 6] .
When the Hadoop cluster runs for a period of time, the data load balancing will be broken since nodes are added and deleted dynamically, and data load balancing is required by the new added nodes. Data load balancing is important to the performance of data intensive application in the cloud computing environment. A good load balancing strategy can effectively avoid the imbalance of network load, data traffic congestion, and such bottleneck as long response time. The load balancing procedure Balancer provided by HDFS [3] can balance the storage load on each node, but its principle of first balancing within the rack and then balancing among racks can't optimize the overload racks preferentially. This paper proposed a new improved algorithm which can balance the over load racks preferentially.
II. HADOOP DATA LOAD BALANCING ALGORITHM
The HDFS architecture is compatible with data rebalancing schemes. A scheme might automatically move data from one Data Node to another if the free space on a Data Node falls below a certain threshold. In the event of a sudden high demand for a particular file, a scheme might dynamically create additional replicas and rebalance other data in the cluster. The procedure Balancer in Hadoop can make the clusters balance and the command is as follows:
sh $HADOOP_HOME/bin/start-balancer.sh -t 10% Parameter -t in this command is the deviation value when HDFS reaches balance. If the deviation of each Datanode is less than 10%, then the clusters' balance is finished. The parameter can be set by the user.
According to the average rate of all the Datanodes' storage space, the nodes are divided into four types and forming four lists: above Avg Utilized Data nodes, over Utilized Data nodes, below Avg Utilized Data nodes and under Utilized Data nodes. The balance strategy is first balancing within one rack and then balancing among different racks. Whether it is balancing within one rack or among racks, the order is the same:
(1) Firstly, data is moved from over Utilized Data nodes list (source) to under Utilized Data nodes list (Target).
(2) Secondly, data is moved from over Utilized Data nodes list (source) to below Avg Utilized Data nodes list (Target).
(3) Lastly, data is moved from above Avg Utilized Data nodes list (source) to below Avg Utilized Data nodes list (Target).
The balance method in the above three steps are as follows:
(1) We select one node marked as S from the Source list and one node marked as T from Target list. When selecting one node, the principle is traversing the entire list until the list is empty.
(2) The load of S is moved to T. How many bytes can be moved depends on the bytes that T can receive and the bytes that S needs to move. Procedures record the number of bytes (max Size to Move) needed to move and the number of bytes (scheduled Size) that have been moved from the source node. Procedures also record the number of bytes (scheduled Size) that have been received and the maximum number of bytes (max Size To Move) that can be received.
(3) The balance is finished if the number of bytes that have been moved is greater than the number of bytes that need to move in a source node, and then this source node is deleted from the corresponding list. The target node is deleted from corresponding list if the number of bytes that have been received is greater than the maximum number of bytes that can be received.
(4) After a round of balance, if the system still has not reached equilibrium, then jump to step 1 to repeat the balance procedure.
III. HANDLING OVERLOAD RACKS PREFERENTIALLY

A. Problem of Algorithm I
With the principle of first balancing within one rack and then balancing among different racks, Hadoop load balancing algorithm (hereafter referred to as Hadoop algorithm) cannot optimize overload racks preferentially. Suppose there is a rack named A with high load and the machines will break down without further balance. Most nodes in the rack are over Utilized Data nodes and few nodes are below Avg Utilized Data nodes or underUtilized Data nodes. This means it will not reach balance only by moving data within this rack. Mean while other racks are not under heavy load. Although there are some nodes in over Utilized Data nodes or above Avg Utilized Data nodes list, each node's load does not exceed the average value too much. Even if these nodes are not balanced temporarily, it does not reduce performance. In this case, if balance in one rack is first preceded, then rack A will not be balanced preferentially. Rack A can only be balanced in the next round and obviously A is more likely to break down.
We always select the node from the list in order when using Hadoop data load balancing method. If the over node is in the back of the list, waiting time for the node to be balanced will be extended. In more serious cases, storage space can be used up before we balance this node.
B. Related definitions of Algorithm I
The overload racks must be balanced preferentially, whether the balance done within one rack or among several racks and overload nodes will be balanced preferentially.
Definition 1, Space utilization rate of node i( pi ):
In Eq. (1), ui is the used space of node i and ti is the total space of node i.
Definition 2, Average space utilization rate of all nodes (m):
In Eq. (2), Aui is the used space of all nodes and Ati is the total space of all nodes. Definition 3, above node: If the following conditions on node i is true, then this node is called above node.
m pi m ts
In Eq. (3), ts is a threshold value which is set by the user.
Definition 4, over node: If the following conditions on node i is true, then this node is called over node. 
In Eq. (4), ts is a threshold value which is set by the user.
Definition 5, below node: If the following conditions on node i is true, then this node is called below node.
In Eq. (5), ts is a threshold value which is set by the user. 
In Eq. (6), ts is a threshold value which is set by the user.
Definition 7, Threshold K: K is set by the user and used to determine which rack needs to be balanced preferentially.
Definition 8, Balance ability of rack i( Bi ):
In Eq. (7), Mi is the amount of data which needs to be moved in rack i. Ai is the amount of data that can be received by rack i. If Bi is less than 1, then rack i can be balanced by moving data within this rack. If Bi is greater than 1, then rack i cannot be balanced by moving data within this rack.
Definition 9, The amount of overload data must be moved in rack i( Oi ):
Oi is equal to the sum of bytes which need to be balanced of all the over nodes in rack i.
Definition 10, Overload balance ability of rack i( Ci ):
When Ai is too small, the value of / Oi Ai can be very big even the value of Oi isn't so big in Eq. (8) 
C. Description of Algorithm I
The improved algorithm is described in Fig. 3 . 1) We calculate Mi , Ai , Bi , Oi and Ci of each rack i.
2) If Ci K  , then rack i is the prior balance rack. We put this rack in PriorBalanceList list in descending order.
3) If 1 Bi  , then rack i can not only achieve balance within this rack, but also can receive data from other racks. So this rack is put in For Balance List list in ascending order. 4) We choose a rack marked j from PriorBalanceList list, and first balance within this rack. Then we choose a rack marked k from For Balance List and make balance between rack i and rack j.
5) After step 4, we modify Oj and
Bk . The balance is achieved until 0 Oj  in rack j or 1 Bk  in rack k. According to different conditions, then we perform different operations.
 If 0 Oj  of rack j, this rack is deleted from PriorBalanceList.  If 1 Bk  of rack k, this rack is deleted from ForBalanceList.  If the PriorBalanceList list is empty, the algorithm terminates and jumps to step 9).  If the ForBalanceList list is empty, the algorithm jumps to step 6). Otherwise, the algorithm jumps to step 4). 6) If 1 Ci  the data load of this rack isn't so high and can receive balance data from other racks. So this rack is put in NextForBalanceList list in ascending order.
7) We choose a rack marked j from Prior Balance List list, and balance within this rack firstly. Then we choose a rack marked k from Next For Balance List list and make balance between rack i and rack j. 8) After step 7), we modify Oj and Ck. The balance is made until the algorithm meets the following conditions: 0 Oj  in rack j or 1 Ck  in rack j. According to different conditions, we perform different operations.
 If 0 Oj  of rack j, this rack is deleted from PriorBalanceList.  If 1 Ck  of rack k, this rack is deleted from ForBalanceList.  If the PriorBalanceList is empty, the algorithm terminates and jumps to step 9).  If the ForBalanceList is empty, the algorithm terminates. Otherwise, the algorithm turns to step 7) 9) Now the rack i meet the condition Ci Q  , then the balance is continued according to the principle of Hadoop algorithm.
D. Algorithm II
In order to solve sequencing problem, we adopt the following measures.
1. Over Utilized Data nodes list and above Avg Utilized Data nodes list are sorted in ascending order according to the unused space. For nodes A and B, space usage of A is more than B and the total space of A is far more than B. If we put the same amounts of data to A and B, the space usage of B will increase a lot. So we use unused space instead of space usage to sort these lists.
2. below Avg Utilized Data nodes list and under Utilized Data nodes list are sorted in descending order according to the unused space.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
The experimental environment is shown in Fig. 4 , including three racks as rack A, rack B and rack C. Rack A includes three machines A1, A2 and A3, rack B includes three machines B1, B2 and B3, and rack C includes two machines C1 and C2. These machines are all configured as the following: 1.3G CPU, 2G memory and Ubuntu 10.04 OS. The size of HDFS block is 10M.
We have done lots of experiments, and only two sets of data are chosen to compare the algorithm's results. Initial configuration of these machines is shown in Table I . Before balance, we can see the data load of the three machines in rack is very high. These machines are all over nodes. In rack B, there is only one machine B3 which is over node. All machines in rack C are under node. In Fig. 5 , after balance, the data of improved algorithm is more evenly distributed across each machine than that of Hadoop algorithm. Hadoop algorithm finished the balance in 7.56 minutes while the improved algorithm finished the balance in 6.96 minutes. We can see the load of machine A is highest. Hadoop algorithm balanced A until the algorithm has finished, that is to say it spent 7.56 minutes, meanwhile the improved algorithm balanced machine A first and it only spent 2.05 minutes.
In Fig. 6 , after balance, the ratio of improved algorithm is similar to that of Hadoop algorithm. Hadoop algorithm finished the balance in 5.86 minutes and the improved algorithm finished the balance in 6.01 minutes. Though the total time used by the improved algorithm is more than the Hadoop algorithm, machine A has finished balance much quicker in improved algorithm. From lots of experiments, we can conclude that sometimes the total time used by Hadoop algorithm is shorter and sometimes the total time used by the improved algorithm is shorter. This is due to different data computing and moving strategy. In conclusion, the improved algorithm can make the overload rack balance preferentially.
When testing the sequence in the experimental environment, machines A2 and A3 in rack A are not used,with the rest being the same as that shown in Table I . Machine A functions as the user's terminal at the same time.  Storing 1.2G data When storing 1.2G data in A1, the initially configured capacity of A1, B1, B2, B3, C1 and C2,and the space usage rates after storing 1.2G data are shown in Table II . While storing 1.2G data in node A1, the first replica is stored in node A,with the usage rate of A1 being 66.67%. The second and third replica are stored in other nodes respectively, their storage rate being 40%, 20%, 20%, 10% and 6.7%. Obviously the storage among these nodes is not balanced. The after-balance data from the two algorithms is shown in Fig. 7 . These data, which have been rounded up, are almost the same. However, the Hadoop algorithm used 4.02 minutes and 7 rounds to achieve balance; while the improved algorithm only used 3.07 minutes and 4 rounds to achieve balance. It is obvious that the improved method took shorter time.  Storing 1.7G data:
When storing 1.7G data in A1, the first replica is stored in node A1, with its usage rate being 94.44%. The second and third replica are stored in other nodes respectively, their storage rate being 45%, 45%, 33.33%, 15%, and 10%. The space usage rates are shown in Table  III . Obviously imbalance exists among these nodes. It took the improved method 4.49 minutes to finish 6 rounds of balance, the usage rate of nodes after balance being 50%, 40%, 37.5%, 36.67%, 32% and 33.7% respectively, as shown in Fig. 8 ; while the Hadoop algorithm used 8.71 minutes to finish 15 rounds of balance in storing 1.7G data. The usage rate of nodes after balance by Hadoop algorithm is 50%, 37.5%, 37.5%, 36.67%, 32% and 32%. Through experiments we found that in most cases the improved method did take shorter time than the Hadoop algorithm to achieve balance of data load among different nodes.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we described the Hadoop load balancing algorithm in detail. As this algorithm cannot balance the overload racks preferentially, which could lead to these racks breakdown, we propose an improved algorithm to balance overload racks as soon as possible. The experiments show that the improved algorithm can really balance the overload racks much quicker than the Hadoop algorithm and the improved algorithm can also distribute the data more evenly to each machine. But comparing the experimental results, we cannot conclude whose total time used for balance is much shorter.
